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Outline
• Why?
• Getting it wrong: co-simulation
• Fixing things: the split system method
• Examples
• Tools
• Economics
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Computers, communications, and digital control
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Co-simulation: promise & peril
• Co-simulation promises
– A simple way to integrate disparate
simulation tools
– Easy to retrofit existing simulators
– Easy to build support for in new
simulators

• But danger lurks
– Numerical errors caused by the
interaction of components cannot be
controlled in a useful way
– Verification depends on engineering
insight (it looks ok to me)
– Numerical artifacts aren’t always
obvious
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Polypheumus reconsiders
his “easy” dinner.

What is co-simulation?
• A name for this algorithm
1) Advance time in each simulator by h
2) Stop and exchange data
3) Repeat
Coordinator

Communications
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Power system

Computer control

Errors inherent in co-simulation
• Interactions are delayed on
average by h/2
– Data packets are always late
– Control signals always act on old
data
– Thresholds are passed

• Only way to reduce error is to
make h very small
– Unacceptable running times if to
small
– So how small? No good answer.
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In a co-simulation, the apple
goes through Newton’s head..

Discrete event systems: no h
Events

Event trajectory: In any finite interval, there are
finite changes in value (i.e., a finite number of
events).
Discrete event systems: State, input, and output
trajectories are event trajectories.
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Discrete event simulation of continuous
dynamics
• Numerical integration is a discrete event simulation
– Calculates an event trajectory to approximate a continuous one
– Explicit Euler is a simple example:
•

approximated by

– Can be cast as a discrete event model
Solution to dx/dt=f(x)
state

time
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Approximating event trajectory

Adding threshold detection to the mix
• Next event time
depends on smallest of
– Step size for suitable
error
– Next sampling instant
– Next threshold crossing
– This is a root finding
problem
– Can also be cast as a
discrete event model

Event surface g(x)
Solution to dx/dt=f(x)
state

time
Approximating event trajectory

Events located at x = g(x)
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For a comprehensive treatment of the
underlying mathematics and algorithms
B. P. Zeigler, H. Praehofer, T. G. Kim. Theory
of Modeling and Simulation, 2nd edition.
Academic Press, 2000.

F.E. Cellier and E. Kofman. Continuous system
simulation. Springer, 2006.

J. J. Nutaro. Building Software for Simulation:
Theory and Algorithms, with Applications in
C++. Wiley, 2010.
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In a nutshell: discrete event simulation is the
technique for simulating hybrid dynamic models
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The split system method
• Overarching simulation is discrete event
• Continuous sub-systems are simulated with
embedded numerical algorithms
Output at state and time events

Complex discrete events
dynamics
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Continuous models with state
events and other simple
discrete event dynamics

Importance of precision in sampling and
delay: Hybrid dynamics in a power market
Electrical power

Power supply
Price

Power demand

Price

The market participants interact
through a market that issues
discrete price signals.
The price signals experience a
transmission and processing delay.
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Sampling, delay, and stability in a market

Too little
delay
Too much delay
Stable regime as
determined via
simulating of
the loss of
generation
experiment

Small simulation artifacts may have serious consequences!
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Importance of threshold detection:
Perceived frequency speed in a power
systems
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Perceived propagation speed depends
on sensor precision
• Perceived speed is inversely proportional to precision of
the sensor
• Miss the detection threshold  incorrect simulation of the
sensor and any control that depends on it
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Adevs: A Simulation Package for Hybrid
Dynamic Systems

M&S Application
Physical & Digital
Systems

External Tools

Adevs
Integration
• PredictorCorrector
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Root-finding Modelica
• Sign-change, support
value-cross,
…

• Continuous
system
modeling

Integration
with other
tools
• OMNET++,
NS/3, etc.

Discrete
Event
Simulation

Electro-mechanical simulation with
Adevs: The Toolkit for Hybrid Modeling
of Electric Power Systems (THYME)
Transmission modeling with THYME

Dynamic models simulate frequency oscillations in the electric transmission system after an outage - A source for understanding electric
grid state.
Reference: J. Nutaro, P.T. Kuruganti, L. Miller, S. Mullen, and M. Shankar, published in the Proceedings of the Power Engineering Society's General Meeting, pp.1-8, June
2007.
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Integration with NS-2, NS-3, and
OMNET++ network simulation tools
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Support for the Modelica continuous
system simulation language
Code generator for
OpenModelica
compiler produces
Adevs modules
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How much does it cost? How much
should we pay? M&S costs vs.
capability
Expert analysts

Who

What it can do
PSS/E, PSLF,
EMTP and their
cousins
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DoD wargames

Gridlab-D,
THYME

Persons familiar
with the domain
Buy a license

$

How much

Recurring costs to
build and maintain

Expected
savings

A big future for M&S in the power industry

1910

1958

Today

Increasingly complex systems  Increasingly sophisticated simulators
1972
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2012

2020

The End
• OpenModelica
– https://www.openmodelica.org/

• Adevs
– http://sourceforge.net/projects/adevs/
– http://www.ornl.gov/~1qn/adevs/index.html

• Thyme
– http://www.ornl.gov/~1qn/thyme/docs/index.html
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